INTRODUCTION
1.1 The characteristics of property as an investment depend on the terms of a typical lease contract which vary from country to country. Many contract terms, such as renewal or brake clauses, provide options for the lessor or lessee. They can also create cash flows with embedded options of different forms. Such options have been ignored in conventional and discounted cash flow analyses of property.
1.2 There are various other differences in lease terms including different lengths of lease, methods of indexation to prices, and so on. In many respects, this wide variety of terms and conditions that can exist in property leases also exists in the bond market, particularly the Eurobond market. But while valuation techniques in the bond market have kept pace with the development of more complicated investment characteristics, valuation or appraisal techniques in the property market seem unsophisticated by comparison. Individual contributions have been made by property academics to price certain options in lease contracts but practice has not generally progressed beyond the use of discounted cash flow (DCF) techniques.
1.3 An options approach has been applied to various aspects of the valuation of mortgages (see, for example, Brennan & Schwartz, 1983; Childs et al., 1996; McConnell, 1981a and 1981b; Kau, Keenan & Kim, 1993; Kau et al., 1987 Kau et al., , 1990 Kau et al., , 1992 Titman & Torous, 1989; Leung & Sirmans, 1990; Ling, 1993) . It has also been applied to the valuation of land (Brown & Achour, 1984; Clarke & Reed, 1988; Lenttz & Tse, 1995; Titman, 1985; and Turnbull & Sirmans, 1990) . Other applications have been to pricing in the condominium market (Shilling et al., 1985) and to mineral asset prices (Davis, 1996) .
1. 4 Johnson & Wofford (1987) , Shilling et al. (1987) and Grenadier (1995a) have considered wider applications of option theory to property market analysis. Grenadier, for example, considers the option that a property owner has to let a property or to hold it vacant until the rental market improves. The value of this option increases as letting adjustment costs increase and as future volatility increases. He also considers the development market and shows that the probability of overbuilding increases with the length of the construction period, the adjustment costs and uncertainty about future demand.
1.5 More recently, attention has turned to the valuation of lease options (see for example, Grenadier, 1995b; Crosby, French & Ward, 1997; Ambrose et al, 1999; Booth & Walsh, 2001a; Booth & Walsh, 2001b) but as yet this has had little impact on practice. Nonetheless, an approach to valuation which values the option explicitly offers an important new approach to property valuation practice and an opportunity for significant inputs to the property market from other professions and disciplines, such as actuaries and financial economists.
Eventually, this could be absorbed into the standard methods of surveyors.
1.6 The particular contributions of this paper are: to highlight the general approach to valuation which should be taken when options exist in lease clauses; to discuss the origins and risk characteristics of the upward-only rent review clause, which is the most important embedded option in the UK property market; and to discuss the alternative lease contracts which have evolved in different countries.
1.7 Section 2 of this paper considers the financial nature of the upwardonly rent review clause and its value to institutional investors. In Section 3, the debate regarding upward-only rent reviews and possible alternative institutional arrangements is considered. Section 4 outlines other forms of embedded option and Section 5 is the conclusion.
THE OPTION NATURE OF UPWARD-ONLY RENT REVIEWS
2.1 Both traditional open market valuation and DCF investment appraisal methods ignore the option nature of upward-only rent review clauses. The option arises because the clause provides a fixed nominal floor, below which rents cannot fall for the term of the lease, except through the creation of a void (the equivalent of default in the corporate bond market). The option nature of the upward-only rent review system can be largely ignored in times of relatively high inflation, as the fixed nominal floor is of limited importance. However, in a low inflationary environment in which falls in nominal market rents are more likely, the existence of the floor should be taken more seriously.
2.2 Taking into account the fixed interest floor may be done implicitly by, for example, using a lower discount rate. However, unless the option value is considered explicitly, the market may react slowly to a change in financial conditions. Such a change has arisen as inflationary expectations have lowered and as rent review periods have shortened since the 1960s. The former makes it more likely that the nominal floor to rents will be invoked, as increases in nominal rents due to inflation are small and may not offset any negative real rental growth.
The latter means that a year or two of significant negative nominal rental growth is less likely to be offset by other years of positive nominal rental growth in the period between rent reviews (assuming that rents are cyclical: an hypothesis for which there is considerable evidence -see, for example, Hendershott, 1995) . Also, if the option characteristics are ignored, appraisals will not fully take into account different risk characteristics and rental growth expectations of individual properties.
2.3 There are two approaches to valuing the upward-only rent review option explicitly. One is to use traditional derivative techniques. The other is to use generalised discounted cash flow techniques that take full account of the option value.
2.4 Consider the value of the option to receive the higher of the current passing rent and the market rent at the next review. We wish to find an expression for the present value of the rental income in the five-year period following the next rent review date. That is, we wish to evaluate:
where the function V[.] denotes the present value R is the current annual rent (paid quarterly in advance) S(t) is the market rent at time t i is the rate of interest appropriate for a corporate bond issued by a company of the same quality as the tenant (any liquidity issues will be ignored).
The annuity function represents the value of an annuity of one per annum payable quarterly in advance for five years after the review at time t. It can be taken outside the functions V and Max. To simplify the discussion therefore, the annuity function will be ignored and we will concentrate on the expression:
DCF methods normally take the value of the income stream as the value of the higher of the current rent and the rent that would be achieved if rents grow at the expected rate. Thus,
where [ ] E ⋅ is the expected value.
2.5 The DCF and contemporary property appraisal methods differ only in how the current rent (R) is split off from the rest of the rent. In one DCF method, the rental stream at the current level of rent is valued as if it is known with certainty with the expected extra amount from any review being valued separately. Booth & Walsh (1998) describe this as the 'risk-free plus extra' method. The passing rent is 'risk free' in that it is known with certainty, although it is still subject to the risk of tenant default. The 'extra' rent arises from any increase in rents at the next review, over and above the passing rent. With this method, the present value is:
This method is similar to the 'convertible bond' approach of Adams & Booth market rental value). The above formula, however, has general application to properties regardless of whether or not they are over-rented. The interest rate j is the appropriate rate for valuing that part of the income stream that is subject to the uncertainty of future rental growth rates. A simplified example will help to illustrate the deficiency of this method in not recognising the option value.
Example 2.1 2.6 The current level of rents on an over-rented property is 10 (the units are irrelevant). The level of market rents can take any of the values 5, 6, 7,.…,14 each with probability 0.1 (i.e. a uniform distribution). DCF methods, which ignore the option would calculate E[S(t)] = 9.5, compare this with R = 10, and discount whichever is bigger (in this case R). If the level of S(t) were 9.5 with certainty (i.e. a point distribution), exactly the same present value would be discounted. A corrected DCF approach would not discount the higher of the two expected values but would discount the expected amount of the actual income stream. In the case of the uniform distribution of rents, the expected value of the income stream is: 0.1*(11 + 12 + 13 + 14) + 0.6*10 = 11 (if S(t) < 10, the rent will be 10: the probability of this is 0.6, thus there is a probability weight of 0.6 at a rental level of 10). In the case of the point distribution of market rents, the expected income stream is 10. Thus the contemporary DCF approach does not take account of the probability distribution of future rental outcomes in a way that allows properly for the non-linear pay-offs implied by the upward only rent review option. Another weakness of the above formula can be illustrated by looking at the case where E[S(t)] is less than R. Assume R = 10 and (x,1) . If x = 9.99, Pr (income receivable > 10) = 0.5; if x = 5, Pr (income receivable > 10) = 0. However, an income stream of 10 would be valued in both cases. Mathematically, the problem with most published valuation approaches arises from taking the maximum of two expected pay-offs, rather than the expected value of all possible pay-offs. This is the fundamental weakness of the DCF expected present value approach. Correcting for this by using a distribution for S(t) leads to the following formula. The present value of future income is given by:
The expectation is now outside the square bracket.
2.7
We can obtain precise valuation formulae with certain simplified distributions for S(t). These were derived originally in Booth & Walsh (1998) . For example, if we choose a lognormal distribution for S(t) with:
where the force of growth µ could be negative, and 
This formula gives present values that change smoothly with changes in the expected value of and variance of future rents. It allows completely for the option characteristics of the property freehold and can be applied, using numerical methods, whatever the future distributions of market rents. The method is compatible with the approach to option pricing of Pemberton (1997) and is applied in Booth & Walsh (2001a) and Booth & Walsh (2001b) . An appropriate risk discount rate, j, has to be chosen. This approach can be regarded as an "adjusted DCF" approach. It correctly takes into account the full probability distribution of rents. Equivalent pure option-pricing methodologies can also be adopted and such approaches are developed in Ward et al (1998) , Booth & Walsh (2001a) and Booth & Walsh (2001b) , 2.10 An explicit method of pricing the option, using a binomial pricing model, was first developed by Ward & French (1995) . At a rent review, the owner has the option of continuing with the existing rent or, at no extra cost, receiving an increased rent if market rents have increased. The upward-only rent review option is, therefore, analogous to an equity call option. Ward & French provide a critique of their own model, which suggests that it is hard to apply the model in practice.
First, the option is a compound option with a number of different exercise dates and the exercise price is dependent on whether the rent was increased at a previous review. Additionally, the implicit assumption is made that the rent takes only one of two values at review: the expected market rent or the passing rent. A true binomial model requires a series of possible changes in rental value at discrete time intervals within the review period, ultimately leading to a distribution of possible rents at review. A further criticism of the Ward & French approach in Booth & Walsh (2001a) is that it treats the underlying quantity, from which the option is priced (the value of a rental stream with upward and downward reviews) as if it is a tradable quantity in small units. This is not the case. Indeed, it probably does not have an observable market price. Nevertheless, Ward & French do find intuitive results from their option pricing model. In particular, as the volatility of rents increases, the value of the option increases.
2.11 The critical determinant of the value of the option is the volatility of nominal and not of real rents. Booth & Walsh (2001a) find that the value of the upward only rent review option at a risk discount rate of 8% and a standard deviation of rental growth of 20% is 3.6% of the value of the property on an expected present value basis if expected nominal rental growth is 5%, and 7.2% if expected nominal rental growth is 0%. This is an important result as it is confirming intuition that, as expected nominal rental growth falls, the value of the upward only rent review option rises. A low inflation expectation environment may therefore mean that the upward only rent review option has greater financial value.
2.12 Published work on the valuation of the rental income from a succession of reviews has used a simulation approach (Ambrose et al, 1999; Booth & Walsh, 2001b) . Simulation can be used to value such a compound option, using stochastic investment models for rental growth and rental yield changes. In this way, a probability distribution for the amount and value of future pay-offs can be determined. This should be a compound distribution, with the probability distribution of rents at the second and subsequent review being determined by the outcome of the first rent review.
2.13 So the option nature of upward-only rent reviews has been recognised by property academics. Its valuation is an interesting problem that actuaries, the property professions and financial economists should address. It is likely to be the subject of ongoing work to develop further analytical techniques in property analysis.
UPWARD-ONLY RENT REVIEWS AND ALTERNATIVES
3.1 Burton (1992) finds that the upward-only rent review clause dates back to the 1960s and was cemented by a House of Lords Judgement of 1978 (United Scientific Holdings Ltd v Burnley Borough Council). In this case, it was ruled that the upward-only rent review clause was fair to both tenant and landlord. It was fair to the landlord because it enabled the landlord to obtain a fair rent instead of a rent far below that which reflects the value of the property and both inflationary and real increases in rents. It was fair to the tenant because, without it, under inflationary conditions, it would not be possible for a tenant to obtain a long lease. Burton, however, contends that the existence of the clause is an example of 'contractual failure' because contract terms have not changed to meet changed economic conditions. These changed economic conditions have involved a reduction in inflation which makes a fall in nominal rents more likely if the volatility of real rents is unchanged.
The Department of the Environment first consulted on this issue in
1993. Their consultation echoed some of the concerns raised by Burton. In a response to the consultation paper, Booth (1993) argues that the upward-only rent review clause exists, like any contractual relationship, because the benefit to the landlord has a lower cost to the tenant than an alternative relationship of similar value to the landlord. The benefit to the landlord can come in the form of greater stability and certainty of levels of future rent (and, hence, lower risk) and possible reductions in the cost of development finance (because of the cash flow certainty).
The cost to the tenant of alternative contractual terms could, for example, be a higher equilibrium level of rents in the absence of an upward-only rent review clause. In addition, the tenant may be less concerned by future downside variability of rent than by the affordability of the initial level of rent. However, Booth pointed out that, as market conditions change, the relative costs and benefits of the option embedded in upward-only rent reviews will also change. Alternative contract clauses might then evolve. Indeed, there was evidence to suggest that this was happening. The Department of the Environment concluded along the above lines when they responded to the consultation in 1994.
3. 3 Crosby et al (1993) look at the possible fall in value of existing investments if upward-only rent review clauses were banned. The estimated fall in value of the IPD database was 4.3% across all properties. This is remarkably close to the value of the upward only rent review option calculated by Booth & Walsh (2001a) . The estimated fall is calculated from the rise in yields that survey evidence suggested would result from a ban on the upward-only rent review clause. This rise in yields would arise because of a higher risk premium and reduced expected cash flow after reviews.
3.4 However, the above does not take into account the likely increase in rents resulting from less onerous lease terms. This arises partly because upwards and downwards reviews would produce a lower expected cash flow for a given initial rent level. Initial rents might also increase because cash flows are less secure: the investor will wish to be compensated for this higher risk by an increase in expected cash flow. It is also possible that alternative mechanisms would evolve to redistribute the cost and risk between landlord and tenant. These alternative contract terms could involve either lower or higher costs for the tenant.
3.5 Table 1 shows four alternative contract terms that could be used instead of upward-only rent reviews. Each would change the links between the property market, the economy and other capital markets. Thus, they would fundamentally change the investment characteristics of property. Indexation to price index.
Longer time between reviews.
Portugal, Italy, Germany, France (in Italy, this is subject to maximum of 75% of increase in index).
Interesting valuation issues. 3.6 Upward or downward rent reviews, and rents linked to turnover, both link rents to the returns on property as a factor of production (assuming that such returns are correlated with rental values or turnover respectively). The property investor is, therefore, more directly exposed to the risks linked to the general economy and property has stronger equity characteristics. When rents are linked to a price index, the risk characteristics of the property are similar to those of an index-linked bond except that there is a risk of tenant default during the term of the lease (and re-letting at a lower rent). When the lease is complete, the value of the investment will depend on the level of market rents in the property market. The value of the investment will, therefore, still depend on rental growth rates, although a known real income will be provided over the term of the lease. Rents linked to construction indices have similar characteristics to those linked to price indices but there is what could be described as a "basis risk" between the construction price index and the retail price index. Rents linked to a construction price index are linked to the replacement cost of buildings rather than the value of the land component of property. Although the economic rationale for using construction indices is less obvious, there are parallels with the depreciated replacement cost (DRC) method of valuation, typically used for specialist buildings for which there is, effectively, no market. All of these alternative lease clauses have different risk characteristics and should lead to different yields prevailing in the market; but none contains the embedded option that exists in the upward-only rent review clause.
3.7 The use of index-linking with a longer time between reviews (or with no review until the end of the lease) would move the market to a position similar to that which existed before the 1960s, but with rents fixed in real terms rather than in nominal terms. Despite low current inflation, it is unlikely that institutions, which dominate the property investment market, would wish to leave themselves exposed to a possible increase in future inflation. Index-linking would provide landlord and tenant with certainty of real income or cost, and protection from falling or rising real rents in the market. Presumably, the risk premium required by institutions from such a contract would be less than that from upward and downward reviews. It is also worth noting that, where price index-linked rents exist on the continent, there is no reduction on deflation. This, in itself, is an option, which may be of considerable value in an environment where the average price level is stable over a long period. It is not unlike the option to which pension funds commit themselves when retirement pensions are index-linked but where nominal pensions do not decrease if increases in the price index are negative. Surveyors (2000) for a discussion of these issues.
OTHER FORMS OF OPTIONS WITHIN LEASE CONTRACTS
4.1 The upward-only rent review clause is only one of a variety of options which can exist in property leases. The U.S. retail market provides numerous examples of multiple options in leases (see Hendershott, 1999 , for a review).
These options include: turnover rents, whereby the landlord receives a share of the turnover above a set level; renewal clauses; break clauses for the landlord if tenant sales do not reach a specified level; break clauses for the tenant if an anchor store closes; an increase in the leased space (a tenant's call option); a decrease of the lease space (a tenant's put option); a ceiling on tenant contributions to operating costs; and subletting. Such options exist where there is benefit to both landlord and tenant. Hendershott suggests three sources of net benefit: an expected reduction in transaction costs, such as taxes and professional fees; improved incentives; and superior risk sharing. et al (1998) examine the problem of the valuation of 'break clauses', whereby a tenant can break a lease at specific points. In a sense, a break clause is the mirror image of an upward only rent review. If a break clause exists and market rents fall below current rents, the tenant can leave so that the building has to be re-let at the lower market rent. A better understanding of the nature of the break clause, in option terms, can be gained from the following reasoning.
Gemmill
4.3 Consider the basic rental agreement as an agreement for the tenant to pay a fixed sum at a given time and assume, for simplicity, that the risk-free rate of interest is zero. From the landlord's viewpoint, the break clause is like holding the cash asset and being short of an equity put. This is because, if the market rent (which we will consider to be the equity income) is less than the initial fixed rent, the landlord will have to re-let the property to receive the market rent and give up the fixed rent. An upward only rent review clause and a break clause is therefore equivalent to the right to a fixed sum plus a long equity call (on the market rent) and a short equity put (on the market rent). The put/call parity relationship, used in option pricing, makes use of the fact that holding an equity plus a long put position plus an obligation to pay a fixed cash sum is equivalent to a long equity call. Rearranging this, we have: equity = long equity call + fixed cash sum + short equity put Thus, a lease with an upward-only rent review clause and a break clause (right to receive a fixed sum plus a long call and a short put on the equity income) must be equivalent to a lease to receive the equity income (market rent). In other words, it is equivalent to an either-way lease. This assumes, of course, that the break and the upward only rent review can be exercised at the same time.
4.4 A similar relationship exists for the tenant. The tenant can be regarded as having an obligation to pay a fixed cash sum from a fixed lease (i.e. negative cash or a loan). The upward only rent review clause then requires the tenant to pay the market rent if that is higher than the fixed rent. This is equivalent to being short of an equity call. The tenant will have to pay -or deliver -the market rent in return for not having to pay a fixed rent.
4.5 The break clause is then equivalent to holding a long equity put position. The tenant will be able to pay the market rent in exchange for not paying the fixed rent if the fixed rent is higher. This is equivalent to selling an equity at a fixed price higher than the market price. Again, re-arranging the put/call parity relationship, we obtain:
-equity = short equity call + obligation to pay fixed cash sum + long equity put
Thus the tenant, who has the equivalent of an obligation to pay a fixed cash sum plus a long equity put and a short equity call, has the equivalent of holding the negative of the equity (equivalent to an obligation to pay market rent). So the tenant also has the equivalent of an either-way lease. This result is intuitively reasonable.
On the one hand, the tenant with a break clause should never pay more than the market rent because he could exercise the break and leave. On the other hand, the landlord should never have to accept less than market rent because the upwardonly clause can be activated to raise the rent to the market level.
4.6 This analytical approach is useful for the purposes of valuation and understanding the conditions under which break clauses, combined with upwardonly rent reviews, may lead to any overall option value. Prima facie, a property let with a break clause combined with an upward only rent review might as well be let on an either-way lease. Indeed, Gemmill et al (1998) argue that a lease with upward-only rent reviews and break clauses exercisable at the same time, would have the same value as an upward or downward lease, after rental drift is taken into account.
4.7 However, the lease can still have a value different from that suggested by an upward or downward lease. The break clauses and the rent review options may be exercisable at different times. For a break clause, there is the additional cost of a possible void together with the associated costs of managing the empty property and bargaining with potential tenants. Finally, there is a credit risk: if the tenant goes bankrupt, a void will exist and it may be necessary to re-let the property at a market rent below the passing rent. 5.3 Other forms of options created by leases were briefly discussed and it was suggested that these are likely to become more common in the future. The changed economic environment for upward-only rent review clauses, and the possibility of other options being introduced into leases, make property valuations more difficult. The case for developing techniques from mainstream finance is compelling. It is already clear that there is now a much wider variety of lease terms than was the case at the beginning of the 1990s. These terms include the wider use of break clauses which, like upward only rent review clauses, are not easy to value.
